NUMEROLOGICAL EXPLANATION
Name: Mata Hari
Date: 7.8.1876

Root number: 1
The person with Life Path 1 is creative, inventive, longing for authority, power
and fame in any sphere. Strong, wilful and stubborn personality, which for due
dynamic energy use to be motor of any activity. Appearance to his/her more
egocentric thinking is possible. He/she consider (and find) himself-herself for
centre of attraction or head of company and when it is not accepted by
surroundings, may sense of loneliness come to him/her. Almost always this
human being lives on sunny-side of life and almost always succeed everything to
him/her more than to others.
The intrinsic energy of Number 1 means that when they are giving and being
creative, they are feeling O.K. , but when they are being selfish and arrogant, it
means they are not at peace with themselves. Some number one people suffer
setbacks, dissappointments, failures and suffer from depression until they
complement important lesson of giving and receiving, loving and helping others.

Maturity in levels
(min. value=0, max. value=9)
Mental level: 9
Psychical level: 7
Physical level: 6

Level in life periods
(min. value=0, max. value=9)
Childhood and youth (0 - 25 years): 6
Middle age (25 - 50 years): 6
Higher age (over 50 years): 1

Number 1: 3x
Strong will, reserve, high ambitions, strong feel of longing to reach resolved
goals, however sometimes in the vigorous or agressive way.

Number 2: 0x
Lack of emotions, sometimes impassivity. More brain then feeling.

Number 3: 1x
Warlikeness, willfulness, persistency. Relentless. In sexual life a portion of
animosity.

Number 4: 0x
Not very industry, sometimes lazyness regarding both work by brain and by

hands.
Lack of patience. For good managing own finances a help of somebody is
needed.

Number 5: 0x
Sometimes not very lucky. Personality which is not concentrated on one goal.
Working on many things, chaotic energy, sometimes unrealistic aims.

Number 6: 1x
Very good sense for harmony, beauty and amorous things. Love to home,
sometimes talent to arts. Sometimes (sometimes) miserliness (not only about
money).

Number 7: 3x
Power of fate. Obstacles on the life path, struggles. Uplifted sensitivity, spiritual
disposition.

Number 8: 2x
Longing for supreme power, dicontent, abstracted. Acting targeted to reach inner
satisfaction and (by) some ruling.

Number 9: 0x
Lower ability for reaching "higher cognition", misunderstandings regarding
mysticism. Sometimes low empathy.
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